
An informational update!   



Heritage Easement   
39 Carfrae Street

Truthful, Accurate, Factual
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• “Heritage easement agreements provide the highest level of protection…”


• “Of particular benefit for a significant cultural heritage resource with an old 
heritage designating by-law, like Carfrae Cottage, a heritage easement 
agreement can offer additional clarity or specificity on the heritage 
attributes of the property.”


• “…establish requirements for maintaining a property, or specific features or 
attributes of a property.”


• “…other requirements, such as insurance, can be included within a heritage 
easement agreement.”  
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The Easement can be divided 
into three basic sections.

Section One - Framework 

Section Two - Heritage Attributes - Schedule ‘C’

Section Three - Photos
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Experiences of an owner trying to exist 
with the current Heritage Easement   



Heritage Violation posted publicly Dec 3, 2021

• Notified by the City, Feb 2, 2022 


• The restoration of the white picket fence


• The picket fence is not included in the 
Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or 
Interest - Schedule ‘C’


• Mr. Greg Barrett letter September 16, 2022 
states, “The Owner shall not, ….. undertake 
or permit any demolition, construction, 
alteration, remodelling, or any other thing or 
act which would materially affect the 
attributes, features or the appearance or 
construction of the Building as set out in 
the Cultural Heritage Value or Interest…”
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• The existing picket fence was not in great 
shape with many sections missing
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We already had a picket fence!



So why the registered violation?
• “Section 2.8 No Act of Waste - The Owner 

shall not erect or permit any act of waste on 
the Property. In particular, the Owner shall 
not, except with the prior written approval of 
the City: (f) Erect or remove or permit the 
erection or removal of any building, fence, 
or structure of any type whatsoever on the 
Property provided, however, that the 
approval of the City shall not be 
unreasonably withheld if such erection or 
removal would not cause any damage or a 
real likelihood of damage to the Building or 
otherwise negatively affect it or its Cultural 
Heritage Value or Interest.”
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In the spirit of cooperation, 
we submitted a Heritage 

Alteration Permit Application

Our white picket fence was 
approved on June 6, 2022.


“As the fence has not caused damage to the 
building or otherwise negatively affect its 

cultural heritage value….”
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Part of the violation 
included the claim that 

the proper form for 
insurance was not 

submitted.
This is the form that I have been requested 
to complete, by the Heritage Department


However, this form is not appropriate. 


I am not a City property. 


This is my personal property.
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I am totally confused
• planting trees, shrubs, or vegetation ( Section 2.8 e ) - Easement states Approval required 

- City says no approval required 

• installing stone terrace ( Section 2.8 c ) - Easement states Approval required - City says 
no approval required


• restoring / repairing the thistle ( Schedule ‘C’ - Cultural Heritage Value or Interest ) - 
Easement states Approval required - City says no approval required 

• restoring / replacing wood finial ( Schedule ‘C’ - Cultural Heritage Value or Interest ) - 
Easement states Approval required  - City says no approval required


• restoring / replacing white picket fence ( Section 2.8 f ) - Easement states nothing about 
restoring / replacing only erect or remove and only if negatively affects Cultural Heritage 
Value or Interest - City approval required
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Section Two - Heritage Attributes - Schedule ‘C’ 

After being so confused by the City’s interpretation of the Easement,  my 
lawyer Elizabeth Cormier requested a meeting with Greg Barrett to discuss 

the Easement and the Heritage Attributes on Schedule ‘C’.  Specifically 
the kitchen door, the two fireplaces, the thistle, the roof, the porch, 

but also the many more misleading or incorrect descriptions.


A meeting was finally set for August 17, 2022


The meeting was cancelled the evening prior on August 16, 2022 without 
any explanation. 
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 Letter dated September 16th, 2022 Meeting October 3, 2022  
with Greg Barrett, Jana Keleman, Sachit Tatavarti,  

Elizabeth Cormier, Alison Mason 

My slide presentation was 60 minutes long.  
Greg Barrett took detailed notes and instructed 

staff to review. 


Greg Barrett even commented that it clearly 
seems based on my presentation that the 


City staff made some errors.  
I left the meeting relieved, finally we were 

making some head way.


Only to be disappointed. More delays by the 
City, then more letters with demands to be 

addressed within a short time frame. 


Both Greg Barrett and Jana Keleman left the 
employment of City of London.
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Letter June 20, 2023

Extremely disappointing, complete refusal 
from City Staff to acknowledge that we 

have tried many times to have a dialogue.


We have provided detailed particulars to 
the inaccuracies of the Heritage Easement, 

now multiple times via zoom meetings / 
telephone - May 26, 2022


 in person meetings - Oct 3, 2022, and 
written submissions - Nov 4, 2022. 
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Today both fireplaces, meet the require set backs for combustable material 
and the required size for hearth extensions. 

“…the City may enter upon the property without further notice and carry out the obligations outstanding in accordance 
with Section 2.9 of the Easement Agreement and Section 446 of the Municipal Act, 2001.The City will recover from you 
any expenses we incur to remedy your default.”

Any changes now requested (June 20, 2023) by the City of London to the fireplaces must be consistent with 
Heritage legislation and more importantly, the Ontario Fire Code. The City of London fire department has 
confirmed that the materials installed formerly were combustible and did not meet the Fire Code.
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Roof is Leaking!
• the current roof consists of two layers of asphalt 

shingles and one layer of pine shakes - so 
since the early 1960’s the roof has been covered 
in asphalt shingles 


• pine shakes are no longer installed due to their 
poor longevity


• awarded a grant for $1000 from the London 
Foundation for Heritage towards the cost of 
upgrading to a cedar shake roof 


• we have received three quotes with some 
variations of inclusions for a cedar roof - 
$71,291.70, $84,727.40 and $129,522.86


• a composite shingle roof is similar pricing
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 “…it is our position that none of the inaccuracies alleged 
diminish or otherwise affect the cultural heritage value of 
the attributes protected under the original designating 
by-law or the Heritage Easement Agreement.” 

Words from the City of London letter dated 
June 20,2023



Regardless of the facts, what is stated in the Easement and 
Designation is true! 

• City claims Cedar  =  Pine


• City claims Shingles  =  Shakes


• City claims original features = features installed in 2005, 1999, 1972


• City claims stone = interior slate tiles installed on exterior


• City claims sympathetic = inappropriate proportions


• City claims symmetrical, balanced composition = not really, in fact completely wrong   


• City claims Queen’s thistle = any reference to the Queen is factually incorrect


• City claims Wood Ceiling = you need to imagine this feature
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Why so passionate?

• This is my retirement home. It is were I was to enjoy a stress free life, puttering around 
maintaining the house and gardens.


• I personally have spent 1000’s of hours restoring this home.



I personally moved more than 5 tonnes of pea stone



How can CACP help?

• Protecting inaccurate, undocumented, untrue Heritage raises questions and 
doubts for all Heritage claims, past and future


• CACP should ask more questions of City Staff and demand truthful, 
documented facts 


• support a new collaborative Easement based on three words.                       
The same three words that this presentation started with  - Truthful, 
Accurate, Factual
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a fourth word is also required

Reasonable


